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Abstract
Public opinion is shaped by the information001
news media provide, and that information may002
be shaped by ideological leaning of media out-003
lets. While much attention has been devoted004
to media bias via overt ideological language, a005
more profound way the media shape opinion is006
via the strategic inclusion or omission of par-007
tisan events that may support one side or the008
other. We develop a latent variable model to009
predict news articles’ ideology and identify par-010
tisan events by same-story article comparison.011
Our study validates the existence of partisan012
event selection and shows that cross-document013
comparison helps detect partisan events and014
article ideology. Our results reveal a high-015
level form of media bias, which is present even016
among mainstream media with strong norms of017
objectivity and nonpartisanship.018

1 Introduction019

News media play a critical role in society not020

merely by supplying information, but also by se-021

lecting and shaping the content they report (DellaV-022

igna and Kaplan, 2007; DellaVigna and Gentzkow,023

2009; Perse and Lambe, 2016). To understand how024

media bias affects media consumers (Gentzkow025

and Shapiro, 2006), we must understand not just026

how media ideology affects the presentation of027

news stories on a surface level such as the usage of028

partisan phrases, but also the less obvious process029

of content selection (Fan et al., 2019; Enke, 2020).030

There are three common strategies to sway read-031

ers (Broockman and Kalla, 2022): Agenda set-032

ting (McCombs and Shaw, 1972) refers to when033

the public perception of a topic’s significance is034

shaped by the amount of news coverage (Grim-035

mer, 2010; Quinn et al., 2010; Field et al., 2018).036

Framing concerns highlighting some aspects of the037

same reality to make them more salient to the pub-038

lic (Entman, 1993; Baumer et al., 2015; Card et al.,039

2015; Liu et al., 2019a). Partisan coverage filter-040

ing is when media selectively report content that041

Biden pushes for gun legislation after visiting Uvalde.

The Washington Post (left):
E1: [JaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydienJaydien]ARG0, . . ., [saidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaidsaid]pred [he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:he asked the president:
“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more“Could you please make our schools safer and send more
police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”police, please?”]ARG1
E2: [Biden]ARG0 . . . [noting]pred: “[You couldn’t buy a
cannon when the Second Amendment was passed]ARG1.”

New York Post (right):
E1: [You]ARG0 couldn’t [buy]pred [a cannon]ARG1 when the
Second Amendment was passed.
E2: Biden has made that claim before, . . ., and they
have been repeatedly [

::::::
declareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclareddeclared]pred [

::::
falsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalsefalse]ARG1 [

:::::
by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-by fact-

::::::
checkerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckerscheckers]ARG0.

Figure 1: Article snippets by different media on the
same story. Events are represented by triplets of 〈ARG0,
predicate, ARG1〉. Events favoring left and right sides
are highlighted in blueblueblueblueblueblueblueblueblueblueblueblueblueblueblueblueblue and

:::
redredredredredredredredredredredredredredredredred. Events in black are

reported by both media and not considered as partisan.

is flattering to their copartisans. Content selection 042

has recently become a focus in political science. 043

However, existing work either requires manual in- 044

spection (Broockman and Kalla, 2022), or relies 045

on simple tools for coarse analyses, such as overall 046

slant and topic (Baum and Groeling, 2008; Gross- 047

man et al., 2022). As such, these studies are limited 048

to a short time period and unable to provide a de- 049

tailed understanding of content selection bias. 050

In this paper, we investigate into partisan cov- 051

erage filtering: how media ideology affects their 052

selection of which events to include for news re- 053

porting. In line with Broockman and Kalla (2022), 054

we define partisan events as selectively reported 055

events that are flattering to copartisans or unfavor- 056

able to opponents. Among many relevant events, 057

which subset is reported fundamentally affects how 058

readers interpret the story and can reveal a me- 059

dia outlet’s stance and ideology (Mullainathan and 060

Shleifer, 2005; McCombs and Reynolds, 2008; Ent- 061

man, 2007). One example of event-selection bias 062

is shown in Fig. 1, where a Washington Post article 063

includes a survivor’s request to impose gun control 064

(pro-gun control), whereas a New York Post article 065

claims Biden’s statement as false (pro-gun rights). 066

This paper has two major goals: (1) examine 067
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the relation between event selection and media ide-068

ology, and (2) formulate a task for partisan event069

detection in news and develop computational meth-070

ods to automate the process. For the first goal, we071

verify the existence of partisan event selection by072

measuring how event selection affects the perfor-073

mance of media ideology prediction. Specifically,074

we denote articles by the set of reported events and075

entities (Fig. 1). We conduct two studies. We first076

compare article-level ideology prediction perfor-077

mance by using events within a single article vs.078

contextualizing them with events in other articles079

on the same story but reported by media of differ-080

ent ideologies. We show that the latter setup yields081

higher F1 scores, suggesting that cross-article com-082

parison can identify partisan events and thus pro-083

duce better ideology prediction. Second, we anno-084

tate an evaluation dataset of 50 articles that around085

two political issues. Using this dataset, we show086

that removing partisan events from the articles hurts087

ideology prediction significantly more than remov-088

ing similar amounts of randomly selected events.089

For the second goal, we use latent variables to090

represent if an event is partisan or not, and propose091

to jointly infer partisan events and an article’s ideol-092

ogy. We adopt Chen et al. (2018) and explore two093

methods for further improvement: (1) steering the094

model toward events that are selected only by one095

side, which are more likely to be partisan, and (2)096

providing prior knowledge about event ideology.097

We conduct experiments on two news article098

datasets (Liu et al., 2022; Fan et al., 2019) and our099

evaluation-only data with newly annotated partisan100

events.1 Results indicate that latent variable mod-101

els outperform all competitive baselines on both102

partisan event detection and ideology prediction,103

where cross-article comparison is shown to be crit-104

ical for both tasks. To the best of our knowledge,105

we are the first to develop computational methods106

for studying media bias at the event selection level.107

Our results provide insights into a high-level form108

of media bias that may even exist in apparently109

nonpartisan news, enabling new understanding of110

how media content is produced and shaped.111

2 Event Selection Effect Study112

We verify the existence of partisan event selection113

by examining its influence on ideology prediction.114

We design a model that predicts ideology using115

events (§2.1), based on the assumption that compar-116

1Our data and code will be made publicly available.

ing events included by different media may reveal 117

their ideological leanings. On a manually annotated 118

dataset with partisan events in news stories (§2.2), 119

we show that cross-article content comparison can 120

reveal potential partisan events and removing parti- 121

san events hurts ideology prediction (§2.3). 122

2.1 Ideology Prediction with Events 123

We extend the narrative embedding model (Wilner 124

et al., 2021) to include story level context by adding 125

article segment, event frequency, and event position 126

signals. This enables gauging the effect of partisan 127

events’ presence/absence on ideology prediction. 128

Given N input articles that report on the same 129

news story, we use an event extraction model to ex- 130

tract events in ith article as {x(i)1 , . . . , x
(i)
Li
}, which 131

are encoded as e by DistilRoBERTa (Sanh et al., 132

2019). Events in one article or all articles on the 133

same story are encoded by a Transformer (Vaswani 134

et al., 2017) to obtain contextualized events c: 135

[c
(1)
1:L1

; . . . ; c
(N)
1:LN

] = Encoder
(
[e

(1)
1:L1

; . . . ; e
(N)
1:LN

] + E
)

136

where E contains three types of embeddings: Ar- 137

ticle embeddings associate the index of an article 138

with its events. Frequency embeddings signal if 139

an event appears in only one article, more than one 140

but not all articles, or all articles on the same story. 141

Position embeddings denote the relative position 142

of an event in an article. Finally, the model predicts 143

article’s ideology with mean pooling over events in 144

an article. Full details are in Appendix B. 145

2.2 Partisan Event Dataset Annotation 146

Since there is no dataset with partisan event an- 147

notations for news articles, we manually label a 148

Partisan Event (PEvent) dataset with 50 articles 149

(1867 sentences) covering two controversial issues 150

in the U.S. in 2022: a mass shooting in Texas, and 151

the overturn of Roe v. Wade. Note that the event 152

dataset contains articles from a separate and later 153

time than the training data, and is used for eval- 154

uation purposes only. We collect articles from 155

AllSides,2 where groups of three articles that re- 156

port the same news story are carefully selected by 157

editors. For each story, we discard the center ide- 158

ology article to focus on partisan media coverage. 159

The remaining two articles, together with extracted 160

events, are provided to two college students who 161

have gone through similar annotation tasks. They 162

2https://www.allsides.com/blog/
how-does-allsides-create-balanced-news.
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AllSides Basil PEvent

Single-article 64.10± 3.51 55.08± 6.01 44.37± 2.60
+pos. 64.37± 0.75 54.78± 2.38 45.77± 3.46

Multi-article 79.52± 1.52 64.91± 1.78 76.64± 3.16
+art. 88.61± 0.84 67.30± 2.45 85.19 ± 2.28
+art.+ fre. 88.64 ± 0.56 68.05± 1.33 83.60± 1.67
+art.+ fre.+ pos. 88.49± 0.74 68.50 ± 2.07 83.59± 1.67

Table 1: Macro F1 scores for article ideology predic-
tion (average of 5 runs). Best results are in bold and
second best are underlined. art., fre., and pos. refer to
article, frequency, and position embeddings in §2.1.

are instructed to first label article ideology,3 and163

then partisan events. During annotation, we only164

annotate left partisan events for left articles and165

vice versa. Finally, a third annotator compares the166

annotations and resolves conflicts. Appendix C167

contains the full annotation guideline.168

In total, 828 partisan events are annotated out169

of 3035 events detected by our tool. Inter-annotator170

agreement calculated using Cohen’s κ (Cohen,171

1960) is 0.83 for article ideology and 0.43 for parti-172

san event. On average, 16.56 (27.28%) events are173

annotated as partisan events per article. Among174

all partisan events reported by left-leaning me-175

dia, 98.41% are chosen only by the left side, and176

95.09% for the right media. We also find that parti-177

san events occur more frequently in the later parts178

of articles written by right-leaning media (in Fig. 3).179

These findings validate our design in §2.1.180

2.3 Results for Ideology Prediction181

We first compare ideology prediction performance182

using different model variants in §2.1 and then pick183

two to study the effect of removing partisan events.184

Effects of Cross-Article Event Comparison. We185

train models on AllSides (Liu et al., 2022) and fur-186

ther evaluate on Basil (Fan et al., 2019) (statistics187

in Table 6). As shown in Table 1, multi-article188

models that allow content comparison across arti-189

cles significantly outperform single-article models,190

demonstrating the benefits of adding story-level191

context to reveal partisan events that improve ide-192

ology prediction. For all later experiments, we add193

position embedding for single-article models and194

all three embeddings for multi-article models.195

Effects of Removing Partisan Events. We run ex-196

periments on PEvent by dropping a certain number197

of partisan events. We also run the same models198

and remove the same number of randomly chosen199

events. We observe that for multi-article model, re-200

moving partisan events hurts the performance more201

3We intentionally annotate articles’ ideology rather than
using media-level ideology to ensure accurate ideology labels.

compared to removing random events. Moreover, 202

the more partisan events are removed, the larger the 203

difference is, which confirms that models exploit 204

partisan events to discern ideology (in Fig. 2). 205

3 Latent Variable Models for Partisan 206

Event Detection 207

3.1 Task Overview 208

Our data is in the form of (a, y), where y is the 209

ideology for article a. We extract events x = 210

(x1, . . . , xL) from each article. We define a bi- 211

nary variable mi ∈ {0, 1} for each event xi, and 212

mi = 1 indicates xi is a partisan event. The ide- 213

ology prediction task aims at predicting y using 214

x. The partisan event detection task focuses on 215

predicting partisan indicators m = (m1, . . . ,mL). 216

3.2 Latent Variable Models 217

We draw on rationale extraction literature, where 218

rationale is defined as part of inputs that justifies 219

model’s prediction (Lei et al., 2016). We adopt 220

the formulation in Chen et al. (2018). In details, 221

assume a positive number k is given, the goal is 222

to extract k% of events with the highest mutual in- 223

formation with y and treat them as partisan events. 224

In other words, our partisan indicator m satisfies 225

|m| = k% ∗ L. Since optimizing mutual informa- 226

tion is intractable, Chen et al. (2018) provides a 227

variational lower bound as the objective instead: 228

max
Eθ,qϕ

∑
(x,y)∈D

Em∼Eθ(x) [log qϕ(y | m⊙ x)] (1) 229

230where extractor Eθ models the distribution of m 231

given x, qϕ is a predictor of y given partisan events, 232

D is training set, and ⊙ is element-wise product. 233

Intuitively, the model selects ideology indicative 234

events as partisan events. 235

We parameterize both Eθ and qϕ exactly the same 236

as in §2.1. For the extractor, we first get the em- 237

bedding e for all events and then pass it to the 238

transformer encoder. A linear layer converts out- 239

put contextualized representations to logits, from 240

which we sample k% of them following the subset 241

sampling method (Xie and Ermon, 2019)—a differ- 242

entiable sampling method that allows us to train the 243

whole system end-to-end. At inference, we select 244

the top k% of events with the largest logits by the 245

extractor. For the predictor, we input m⊙ e to the 246

encoder so that it only sees the sampled subset of 247

events. There are single- and multi-article variants, 248

depending on if Eθ and qϕ access all events in a 249

story or in an article only (details in Appendix D). 250
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3.3 Improving Partisan Event Detection251

Restricting from Picking Common Events. Since252

background events and main events should not be253

viewed as partisan events (Fig. 1), we prohibit mod-254

els from selecting these events. Precisely, we use255

the same lexical matching method as in §2.1 to find256

common events in a story. At training, an auxil-257

iary objective is added to minimize probabilities of258

the extractor selecting events that appear in both259

articles as partisan events, driving models to prefer260

events reported by only one side. We only apply261

this constraint to multi-article models since it re-262

quires story-level context to locate common events.263

Pretraining to Add Event Ideology Priori. Prior264

knowledge, especially the media’s stance on con-265

troversial topics, plays an important role in partisan266

content detection. Given that the AllSides training267

set is small, it is hard for the model to acquire such268

knowledge on a broad range of topics. We pretrain4269

a model on BIGNEWSALIGN (Liu et al., 2022)270

to gain prior knowledge about events. The model271

takes each individual event as input and predicts its272

ideology without context information. Intuitively,273

it counts the reporting frequency of each event.274

4 Experiments275

All models are trained solely on AllSides. For276

evaluation metrics, we measure article-level macro-277

F1 for ideology prediction, and binary-F1 (partisan278

events as positives) for partisan event detection.279

Baselines. (1) Randomly predict partisan events280

with a 0.3 probability, and article ideology at 0.5.281

(2) Event-prior is the pretrained event model with282

ideology priori in §3.3, which predicts the chance283

of each event being left and right. We take 30%5284

of events with the most skewed distribution as par-285

tisan events. We infer article’s ideology using the286

majority vote among partisan events. Intuitively,287

this baseline utilizes the prior knowledge of event288

ideology to detect partisanship. (3) Non-latent is289

the best performing multi-article model in §2.3,290

with no latent variables. Built upon this model,291

we have two variants for partisan event detection.292

For Attention-based method (Wang et al., 2016),293

we consider the top 30% of events with the largest294

attention weights (sum over all heads and posi-295

tions) as partisan events. For perturbation-based296

method (Li et al., 2016), we remove one event at297

4We provide pertaining details in Appendix D.
5k = 30% since 27% of events in PEvent are partisan.

Ideology Prediction Event

AllSides Basil PEvent PEvent

Random 49.83±1.65 50.99±3.40 51.33±6.79 28.93±0.23

Event-prior 63.39±0.00 61.37±0.00 55.44±0.00 30.66±0.00

Non-latent-attn 88.49±0.74 68.50±2.07 83.59±1.67 29.90±0.63

Non-latent-pert 88.49±0.74 68.50±2.07 83.59±1.67 31.17±0.99

Single-article 66.75±2.35 59.28±4.95 48.43±4.63 28.79±1.16

+pri. 81.50±0.52 68.65±2.11 70.87±2.89 31.53±0.52

Multi-article 86.45±0.50 69.98±1.24 82.36±3.83 33.27±1.05

+res. 85.68±0.32 68.01±2.93 82.38±3.28 33.54±0.91

+pri. 91.03±0.72 71.27±1.14 84.31±5.58 33.32±0.74

+res.+ pri. 91.58±0.25 71.43±2.57 89.16±3.04 33.99±0.39

Table 2: F1 scores (avg. of 5 runs) for ideology predic-
tion and partisan event detection. res.: restrict models
from common events; pri.: event-level prior knowledge.
Non-latent models have the same ideology prediction
scores since they are the same model.

a time, and treat the 30% of events that lead to the 298

largest output change as partisan events. 299

Results. Table 2 presents the results. We find that 300

multi-article models outperform single-article mod- 301

els on both tasks, showing that story-level context 302

is essential to cross-document event comparison. 303

On partisan event detection (last column of Ta- 304

ble 2), latent variable models outperform all base- 305

lines, showing the effectiveness of training with ar- 306

ticle ideology labels. Moreover, restricting models 307

from selecting common events improves the perfor- 308

mance, which validates the intuition that common 309

events are less likely to be partisan. Prior knowl- 310

edge of event ideology further boosts on both tasks, 311

especially for single-article models, illustrating the 312

benefits of prior knowledge when the context is 313

limited. Combining the two improvements, the 314

multi-article model achieves the best performance 315

across the board. It is also important to point out 316

that this model only uses 30% of events to predict 317

ideology, but it still outperforms models that see 318

full articles, which suggests that a good modeling 319

of events in the article could be more helpful than 320

raw text representations when predicting ideology. 321

Error analysis of the extracted partisan events in 322

Appendix E reveals key challenges in detecting 323

implicit nuanced sentiments and discerning event 324

relations (e.g., main vs. background events). 325

5 Conclusion 326

Partisan event selection is an important form of 327

media bias that even exist in apparently nonpartisan 328

news. We first verify the existence of partisan event 329

selection and then jointly detect partisan events 330

and article’s ideology using latent variable models. 331

Experiments show that our models identify partisan 332

events that reasonably align with human judgment. 333
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6 Limitations334

We investigate the impact of event selection on335

models’ ideology prediction performance, to ver-336

ify the existence of event selection in news media.337

The results, however, do not state a causal relation338

between media ideology and reported events.339

We analyze the model output and discuss in de-340

tails two major limitations of our latent variable341

models in §E. Apart from those two errors, we342

also observe that events detected by the model343

as partisan may not align with the model’s pre-344

diction of the article’s ideology. In other words,345

the model could identify right-leaning events as346

partisan events while predicting the article as left-347

leaning (Table 3). Although the methods we adopt348

in this paper identify events that are indicative of349

ideology (Chen et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2019), they350

do not provide further justifications for how these351

events interact to reflect the ideology. For instance,352

the extractor could detect a right event and several353

left events that attack it. To further understand the354

event selection effect, future work may consider355

incorporating event-level ideology to model the356

interplay among events.357

Although our models that include cross-article358

context can be extended to any number of articles359

without modification, they may be restricted by the360

GPU memory limit in practice. Particularly, the361

Transformer encoder that contextualizes all events362

in a story requires computational resources to scale363

quadratically with the number of events, which is364

infeasible for stories that contain many articles. Fu-365

ture work may consider designing special attention366

patterns based on the discourse role of each event in367

the article (van Dijk, 1988; Choubey et al., 2020).368

Finally, due to the cost of manual labeling, we369

only evaluate our partisan event detection models370

on a dataset that covers two specific political issues.371

It remains to be seen whether methods introduced372

in this paper can be generalized to a broader range373

of issues. We call for the community’s attention to374

design and evaluate partisan event detection models375

on more diverse topics.376

7 Ethical Considerations377

7.1 Dataset Collection and Usage378

Partisan Event Dataset Collection. We conform379

with the terms of use of the source websites and380

the intellectual property and privacy rights of the381

original authors of the texts when collecting articles.382

Title: Biden calls for assault weapons ban, making gun

manufacturers liable for shootings

President Biden on Thursday made an emotional appeal for

ambitious new gun laws, including a ban on military-style

rifles . . . On the other side of the aisle, RepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicansRepublicans
bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-bristled at Democrats’ equating support for the Second A-
mendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murdermendment with tolerating mass murder. “You think we

don’t have hearts,” said Rep. Louis Gohmert, Texas

Republican.

Ideology label: right Prediction: left

Table 3: Article snippets where the extractor detects a
right eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright eventright event, but the predictor predicts the article as left.

We do not collect any sensitive information that can 383

reveal original author’s identity. We also consult 384

Section 1076 of the U.S. Copyright Act and ensure 385

that our collection action fall under the fair use 386

category. 387

Datasets Usage. Except the partisan event dataset 388

collected in this work, we get access to the Basil 389

dataset by direct download. For AllSides, we con- 390

tact with the authors and obtain the data by agreeing 391

that we will not further distribute it. 392

7.2 Usage in Application 393

Intended Use. The model developed in this work 394

has the potential to assist the public to better under- 395

stand and detect media bias in news articles. The 396

experiments in §4 show that our model is able to 397

identify partisan events on two controversial issues 398

that moderately align with human judgement. The 399

detected events can be presented to show different 400

perspectives from both ends of the political spec- 401

trum, thus providing readers with a more complete 402

view of political issues. 403

Failure Modes. Our model fails when it mistak- 404

enly predicts a non-partisan event as a partisan 405

event, misses out the partisan events, or predicts the 406

wrong ideology for an article. They may cause mis- 407

perception and misunderstanding of an event. For 408

vulnerable populations (e.g., people who maybe 409

not have the specific knowledge to make the right 410

judgements), the harm could be amplified if they 411

blindly trust the machine outputs. 412

Biases. The training dataset is roughly balanced in 413

the number of left and right articles, so the model 414

is not trained to encode bias. However, the dataset 415

is relatively small and does not cover all possible 416

6https://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.
html#107
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political topics. Particularly, most of the news arti-417

cles in the training set are related to U.S. politics,418

thus the model is not directly applicable to other419

areas in the world.420

Misuse Potential. Users may mistakenly take the421

model outputs as ground truth. We recommend any422

usage of our model displaying an “use with caution”423

message to encourage users to cross-check the in-424

formation from different sources and not blindly425

trust a single source.426
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Appendix A Implementation Details678

For all experiments in this paper, our imple-679

mentation is based on Pytorch (Paszke et al.,680

2019) and HuggingFace transformers (Wolf et al.,681

2020) library, and we preprocess all articles us-682

ing Stanza (Qi et al., 2020). All experiments are683

conducted on 4 NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPUs.684

Appendix B Event-based Ideology685

Prediction Models686

B.1 Event Extraction687

We follow the scheme in TimeML which defines688

events as “situations that happen or occur” (Puste-689

jovsky et al., 2003). We train an event extraction690

model on the MATRES data (Ning et al., 2018),691

as its event annotation is not limited to predefined692

event types, and thus is applicable to the open do-693

main scenario. We use RoBERTa-large (Liu et al.,694

2019b) that predicts a binary label for each word,695

deciding whether the word is an event predicate or696

not. To provide surrounding context, we split arti-697

cles into groups of 4 sentences and process 4 sen-698

tences together. We follow previous work on using699

TimeBank and AQUAINT sections in MATRES as700

training set and Platinum section as test set (Ning701

et al., 2019). Table 4 shows the hyperparameters702

for model architecture and training process. On the703

same train and test split, our model achieves an F1704

score of 89.53, which is on par with the state-of-705

the-art performance of 90.5 F1 score (Zhang et al.,706

2021). As verbs and nouns account for 96.8% of707

event predicates in MATRES dataset, we extract708

arguments 0 and 1 for verb and noun predicates us-709

ing semantic role labeling tools (Shi and Lin, 2019;710

Gardner et al., 2018),7 and we only keep predicates711

that match our event extraction results.712

Multiple events can exist in one sentence with713

overlapping predicates and arguments. We hence714

remove the shorter event if there is an overlap, as715

we find that shorter events tend to be less infor-716

mative. For example, it is easier to determine the717

partisanship of the event “the leak of a draft opin-718

ion would mark a stunning betrayal of the Court’s719

process” than a shorter one on “the leak of a draft720

opinion.” Therefore, we remove an event if its721

predicate is covered by another event’s arguments.722

7github.com/CogComp/SRL-English for nouns.

Hyperparameter Value

number of epochs 20

patience 4

maximum learning rate 3e-5

learning rate scheduler linear decay with
warmup

warmup percentage 6%

optimizer AdamW (Loshchilov
and Hutter, 2019)

weight decay 5e-5

# FFNN layer 2

hidden layer dimension in FFNN 768

dropout in FFNN 0.1

Table 4: Hyperparameters used for the event extraction
model.

B.2 Ideology Prediction 723

Given N input articles that report on the same 724

news story, we extract events in ith article 725

as {x(i)1 , . . . , x
(i)
Li
}, where Li is the number of 726

events. We first use a DistilRoBERTa model to 727

get the embedding e for an event (Sanh et al., 728

2019): We input the sentence that contains the 729

event to DistilRoBERTa and get the embeddings 730

epred, earg0, earg1 for predicate, ARG0, and ARG1 731

by taking the average of last-layer token embed- 732

dings. If a sentence has multiple events, we mask 733

out other events’ tokens when encoding one event, 734

so that the information in one event does not leak 735

to others. We then get e = W[epred; earg0; earg1], 736

where ; means concatenation and W is learnable.8 737

We then input all events in one article or all arti- 738

cles on the same story to another transformer en- 739

coder (Vaswani et al., 2017) to get contextualized 740

c for each event: 741

[c
(1)
1:L1

; . . . ; c
(N)
1:LN

] = Encoder
(
[e

(1)
1:L1

; . . . ; e
(N)
1:LN

] + E
)

742

where the three embeddings are: 743

• Article embedding indicates the index of the ar- 744

ticle that contains the event, with one embedding 745

per article index. The datasets we experiment 746

with in this paper have at most 3 articles in each 747

story. During training, we randomly shuffle the 748

articles in each story. 749

• Frequency embedding informs the model 750

whether the event appears in only one article, 751

at least two but not all articles, or all articles 752

in the story. We have one embedding per cate- 753

gory. We find common events through lexical 754

8We use a zero vector if ARG0 or ARG1 does not exist.
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Figure 2: Performance difference (average of 10 runs)
between removal of partisan events and of random
events. A negative value indicates more severe perfor-
mance regression when dropping partisan events, com-
pared with dropping the same amount of random events.

matching. Concretely, we use a dictionary that755

contains derivational morphology mappings (Wu756

and Yarowsky, 2020) to get the base form of757

the event predicate. We then construct a set of758

words for the predicate by including the syn-759

onyms for the base form and original form (Bird760

et al., 2009). Finally, two events are considered761

as the same if their predicate sets overlap and762

both of their ARG0 and ARG1 have a high word763

overlap (a threshold of 0.4,9 calculated by over-764

lap coefficient, without stop words).765

• Position embedding represents the relative po-766

sition of the event in the article. We multiply the767

relative position of the event (a real number in768

[0, 1]) with a learnable embedding.769

We further train a [SEP] token that separates770

the events from different articles. Finally, average771

representation of all events in an article is used to772

predict the article’s ideology. Table 5 includes the773

hyperparameters of the model.774

The entire model contains 106M parameters. On775

average, the training takes 25 minutes on a single776

NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU.777

Appendix C Partisan Event Annotation778

Data Collection. We manually collect 25 stories,779

each with three articles from AllSides10 that relate780

to the mass shooting in Texas and the overturn of781

Roe v. Wade. We extract events from each arti-782

cle and only keep the left and right article in each783

9We search threshold values from 0.2 to 0.5 by manually
inspecting identified common events in 6 articles. A value of
0.4 can identify common events accurately while still allowing
variations such as variants of mentions (e.g., president vs.
president Biden).

10https://www.allsides.com/
unbiased-balanced-news

Hyperparameter Value

number of epochs 5

maximum learning rate 5e-5

learning rate scheduler linear decay with
warmup

warmup percentage 6%

optimizer AdamW

weight decay 1e-4

transformer hidden dimension 768

transformer # heads 12

# transformer layer 4

# FFNN layer 2

hidden layer dimension in FFNN 768

dropout in FFNN 0.1

Table 5: Hyperparameters used for the event-based ide-
ology prediction model.

AllSides Basil PEvent (ours)

# stories 2,221 67 25

# articles 5,361 134 50

# events detected per article 66.82 48.71 60.70

Table 6: Statistics for AllSides training set, Basil, and
PartisanEvent. AllSides test set contains 1,416 articles.

story.11 We mask out the name of the media (e.g., 784

“CNN” and “Fox News”) in the article before anno- 785

tation to avoid bias. 786

Annotation Process. We hire three college stu- 787

dents proficient in English and familiar with dis- 788

cerning ideology under the context of U.S. political 789

spectrum. We present each story, together with 790

extracted events (predicate, ARG0, and ARG1) 791

to annotators, without revealing the media source. 792

The annotators are asked to first finish reading two 793

articles on the same story but written by media of 794

left and right leanings. They will then follow the 795

steps below: 796

• Sort articles by their ideological position (left or 797

right) in this story. 798

• Identify the main entities or pronouns in ARG0 799

and ARG1 of the event. The main entities 800

can be the name of political groups/figures, 801

bills/legislation, political movements or anything 802

related to the topic of each article. If ARG0 and 803

ARG1 are empty, identify the main entities or 804

pronouns within the same sentence. Based on 805

the context, try to resolve what event or entity 806

each pronoun refers to. 807

11Each story on AllSides contains three articles from left,
center, and right respectively. We only include the left and
right articles in our dataset.
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• Estimate the sentiment toward each entity in the808

event. Sentiments can be reflected in words,809

quotations, and the relations between entities.810

• Use entities and sentiments to decide whether811

the event is sided with the article’s ideology. If812

it does, label it as a partisan event. Ex. Label813

an event as partisan in the left article, only if814

its “left” entity has a positive sentiment, or its815

“right” entity has negative sentiment. Also, it816

may be possible for events to be purely factual,817

which means there is no strong sentiment toward818

entities in events. For these kinds of events, try819

your best to estimate whether these events indi-820

rectly present any sentiment toward entities in821

the article.822

Two annotators label all 50 articles, and a third823

annotator compares their annotations and resolve824

conflicts. We calculate inter-annotator agreement825

on all 50 articles and numbers can be found in §2.2.826

827

Partisan Events Distribution. We further investi-828

gate the distribution of position of partisan events829

in the article. Fig. 3 shows the percentage of parti-830

san events that belong to each quartile of an article.831

As can be observed, right articles have more par-832

tisan events that appear in later parts of an article,833

whereas partisan events in left articles are evenly834

distributed in the article.835

Appendix D Latent Variable Models836

Implementation Details. For both extractor and837

predictors, we use the same model architecture as838

in §B.2 with hyperparameters listed in Table 5. The839

two-player model contains 213M parameters. On840

average, the training takes 50 minutes on a single841

# articles # events

Left 128, 481 6, 280, 732
Right 123, 380 4, 986, 165

Table 7: Statistics for the BIGNEWSALIGN pretraining
dataset.

NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU. 842

Pretrained Model for Event Representation. We 843

use the BIGNEWSALIGN dataset (Liu et al., 2022) 844

to pretrain a model with prior event ideology knowl- 845

edge. We remove stories in the dataset that contain 846

duplicate articles and downsample articles in each 847

story so that the number of left and right articles 848

are balanced. Table 7 shows the statistics of the pre- 849

training dataset. We then train a DistrilRoBERTa 850

model that takes each event as input and predicts 851

the event’s ideology, where we use the article ide- 852

ology as the event’s ideology. We train this model 853

on BIGNEWSALIGN for 2 epochs and use it to 854

initialize our latent variable models. 855

Appendix E Additional Error Analysis 856

Table 8 and Table 9 present the predictions by 857

the two-player model on the multi-article setup 858

with one-sided restriction and prior knowledge for 859

events. Two major types of errors are observed. 860

First, the model struggles when an article attacks a 861

statement from the opposite side with an implicit 862

sentiment. For instance, “threw,” “continue,” and 863

“had” in Table 8 are events or statements from the 864

right, but the author reports them with an implicit 865

negative sentiment (e.g., “not a thing!”), making 866

the event flatter to the left. Future models need to 867

have an enhanced understanding of implicit senti- 868

ment along with the involving entities (Deng and 869

Wiebe, 2015; Zhang et al., 2022). Second, the 870

model still frequently selects main events as par- 871

tisan content, as shown by the “delivered” event 872

in Table 9, maybe because models need to include 873

it as necessary context. The constraint introduced 874

in §3.3 fails in this case because the other arti- 875

cle describes this event differently (i.e., “Biden 876

made an emotional appeal”), thus suggesting future 877

research direction that leverages cross-document 878

event coreference. 879
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. . . in Houston,
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throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300throngs and the doting politicians in attendance, just 300
miles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvaldemiles from Uvalde: 1)

:::::
PeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeoplePeople must

::::::::::::
continue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoycontinue to enjoy

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choosethe right to acquire any damn firearm they choose, with-

out meddling from the state; and 2)
::::::::::::
the massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre hadthe massacre had

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-absolutely nothing–not a thing!–to do with the untramme-

::::::::::::::::
led commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in gunsled commerce in guns . . .

Ideology label: left Prediction: left

Table 8: Article snippets of model predictions (multi-
article two-player model with both improvements) and
annotations. Colored spans denote events, with the
predicate bolded. Blue: modelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodelmodel predictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictions; red:

::::::
humanhumanhumanhumanhumanhumanhumanhumanhumanhumanhumanhumanhumanhumanhumanhumanhuman

:::::::::
annotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotationsannotations; purple: annotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictionsannotations and predictions.

Title: “Enough”: Biden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts CongressBiden Exhorts Congress To PassPassPassPassPassPassPassPassPassPassPassPassPassPassPassPassPass Gun

Control Laws
President Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening addressPresident Joe Biden delivered the second evening address
of his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidencyof his presidency on Thursday night, almost beggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbeggingbegging
CongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongressCongress to pass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislationpass gun control legislation . . . However,
Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-Biden cited former Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia-
a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-a conservative icon-who had declared that the Second Am-
endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”endment was “not unlimited.”

Ideology label: left Prediction: left

Table 9: Article snippets of human annotations and
model predictions (multi-article two-player model with
both improvements). Highlighted spans denote events,
with the predicate bolded. Blue: model predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictionsmodel predictions;
purple: human annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictionshuman annotations and predictions.
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